Abstract: DeJong & Degens (2011) conclude from the properties of digital codes that 'nucleotide codes' should have similar mutation protection. I argue that digital codes and 'nucleotide codes' are not sufficiently similar to draw conclusions about mutation protection and evolution. A 'mutation protection paradox' does therefore not exist in biology.
INTRODUCTION
DeJong & Degens (2011) [1] argue a distinction must be made between 'random change within the boundaries of mutation protection' and 'unbounded random change' outside the boundaries of mutation protection. DeJong & Degens present several lines of argument tending to the position that mutation outside the 'boundary of mutation protection' might neither be feasible nor robust. All lines of argument depend on the comparison of digital and nucleotide codes. Their first line of arguments is how digital codes are protected against mutation and programming error. A second line is asking whether digital constraints introduce restriction on individual based simulations and evolutionary programming as models for evolutionary change. A third line is the comparison of mutations in the genome to digital mutations.
RECONSIDERING THE ARGUMENTS
A comparison of the genome to a computer program is a well-known low level metaphor; however, DeJong & Degens (2011) seem to take the metaphor to be quite literal. This leads to an attempt to draw inferences about evolutionary change from the properties and possibilities of computer programming. The question is therefore whether their comparisons between 'digital code' and 'nucleotide code' are valid and biologically informative; especially, whether their major emphasis on the difference between 'random change within the boundaries of mutation protection' and 'unbounded random change' is equally warranted for genomic mutations and digital mutations.
DeJong & Degens point out that digital codes are strictly guarded against mutation at the bit level; no single mutation at the bit level is allowed, otherwise computers wouldn't work. Digital code is therefore not comparable to DNA repair, as DNA repair is not 100% effective under any *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Biology, Utrecht University, Padualaan 8, NL-3584CH Utrecht, The Netherlands; Tel + 31 30 253 6869; E-mail: g.dejong@uu.nl circumstance [2] , and, being costly in energy terms, depends upon the environment [3] .
DeJong & Degens present an individual-based simulation intended to demonstrate the difference between random change with mutation protection versus unbounded random change. Individuals might belong to any of four genotypes; some random change of type is preprogrammed between parent and offspring. An individual gets two input values to make its output value. The core programming sentence might read somewhat like this:
" consider individual i; if (type.i = x) then output.i := input1.i (X) input2.i", where x equals 1,2,3,4 and (X) equals addition "+", subtraction "-", multiplication "*", or division "/". It will be clear that adding random bits of digital code to the individuals' program module will lead to error messages and dead individuals in very many cases. Not in all potential cases: a typo "^", exponentiation instead of addition "+", is represented by a digital code that allows a valid mutation; a random digital code change might lead to "output.i := input1.i (X) input1.i", again valid syntax. That is, random digital code change, or random syntax change, potentially lead to unbounded syntax changes in the module for individuals.
DeJong & Degens further argue that evolutionary programming only functions within a pre-determined program syntax. That might be true; however, nothing in their argument about digital codes or programming leads to their statement about genomic processes, that "mechanisms for random change of nucleotide codes operate within the boundaries of mutation protection present at the nucleotidelevel and the higher levels of the code, and do neither produce new alleles nor expand the length of the nucleotide code". Genomic processes are no digital codes. Mutation repair is not total, and mutations lead almost by definition to new alleles. As to expansion of the length of the nucleotide code, single base insertions lead to frame-shifts rather than expansion of the length of the nucleotide code. Larger scale mutations are ubiquitous. Genomic structural variation as DNA duplication, both of genes and of repeats, or insertion / deletions has been analyzed for its prevalence and function [4, 5] .
CONCLUSION
A major stumbling block to DeJong & Degens seems to be that mutation causes dysfunction during an individual's life, as for instance cancer or aging, apart from adducing novel variation for selection to act on. The somatic mutation rate is higher than the germ line mutation rate, and seems subject to different selection strengths as it differently affects fitness [6] . The somatic mutation rate is not relevant for any change in gene content in genomes, or evolution of novel genes by gene duplication or de novo evolution from noncoding DNA [7, 8] .
Mutational change as evidenced in populations and phylogenies seems unbounded. Any patterns in empirical mutation rates seem due a balance between genetic drift and natural selection [6] .
